PLEASE read the “Rules of the Road” for chamber music on the “performance” section of INSIDE MUSIC on the School of Music website: http://music.cmu.edu/pages/insidemusic-chambermusic

Each group should select/elect/draft a “contact person” and submit that person’s name to my chamber music Graduate Assistant, Yalyen Savignon: ysavigno@andrew.cmu.edu

This is the final listing of groups. We expect there to be no further changes after this, unless there is a truly exceptional reason (injury affecting performance for the rest of the year, an ensemble member drops out of school, etc). Remember, other students’ education depends on your being a reliable member of your group! IF YOU SPOT MISTAKES ON THIS LIST, PLEASE CONTACT PROF. WHIPPLE.

RJW, September 17, 2017

BEETHOVEN SEPTET
  Ricky Smith, clarinet
  Grace Houde, bassoon
  Frank Carruba, horn
  Victor Avila Luvsangenden, violin
  Steve Weiss, viola
  Eva Ribchinsky, cello
  Cody Roseboom, bass
  coaches: Dimitri Papadimitriou and others

FARKAS: WIND & BASS SEXTET
  Jennifer Jo, flute
  Alaina Chester, oboe
  Alex Athitakas, clarinet
  Valerie Senakvsky, horn
  Gina Vitanza, bassoon
  Rich Harbison, double bass
  coach: R. James Whipple

”GRADATIONS OF SOUND” (GRAD WIND QUINTET)
  Anna Cooper, flute
  Natalie Beckenbaugh, oboe
  Tony Mai, clarinet
  Austin Sposato, horn
  Casey Ferguson, bassoon
  coach: James Gorton
WIND QUINTET #2
Alison Dettmer, flute
Alicia Smith, oboe
Zack Neville, clarinet
Brent Patteson, horn
Elizabeth Devonshire, bassoon
coach: R. James Whipple

WIND QUINTET #3
Alison Fierst, flute
Evan Tegley, oboe
Marcus Thomas, clarinet
Cooper Johnson, horn
Coby Rangel, bassoon
coach: James Gorton

CLARINET QUINTETS (Brahms, Mozart, Weber, Hindemith)
Ricky Smith, clarinet
Taya Ricker violin
Allison Kim, violin
Stephen Weiss, viola
Bronwyn Hagerty, cello
coach: Michael Rusinek and Chris Wu

PIANO QUINTET
Abigail Adams, violin
Jaspar Rogal, violin
Angela Rubin, viola
Kyle Johnson, cello
Derek Hamersly, piano
coach: David Premo and Dimitri Papadimitriou

FLUTE ENSEMBLE
Anna Cooper, flute
Hyokyeong Kim, flute
Valdemar Ulrikkeholm, flute
Danqi Wang, flute
Phoebe Robertson, flute
coach: Lorna McGhee

BASS ENSEMBLE
Joe Gaskins, bass
George Hillstrom, bass
Mark Stroud, bass
Hiroki Yuasa, bass
Ryan Bassett, bass
coach: Peter Guild
**STRING QUARTETS**

1. Kami Ghavi-Helm, vln  
   Xiang Fang, vln  
   Rizwan Jagani, vla  
   Xin Jin, cello  
   coach: Chris Wu

2. Yalyen Savignon, vln  
   Shuang Yang, vln  
   Angela Nagem, vla  
   Riley Zimmerman, bass  
   coach: David Premo

3. Maria Park, vln  
   Idunn Lohne, violin  
   Brandon Foster, vla  
   EunSol Lee, cello  
   coaches: Chris Wu and Bill van der Sloot

5. Irene Sun, vln  
   Sarah Heifetz, vln  
   Veronica Lopez, vla  
   Alexander Chen, cello  
   Bill van der Sloot

6. Erin Yuri, vln  
   Seongwin Yoon, vln  
   Sara Frankel, vla  
   Samantha Liu, cello  
   David Premo

**OTHER QUARTETS**

**SAXOPHONE QUARTET**  
Benjamin Morris, saxophone  
Jarret Lin, saxophone  
Kyle Leve, saxophone  
Emelyn Dolph, saxophone  
coach: Jason Kush
CLARINET QUARTET
  TBA, clarinet
  Clay Brown, clarinet
  Jiayin Xie, clarinet
  Samantha Locraft, clarinet
  coach: Thomas Thompson

PIANO & STRINGS (QUARTET) - Dvorak: Bagatelles, Korngold: Suite
  Ermina Lee, violin
  Christine Senavsky, violin
  Cayden Codel, cello
  Erika Giuse, piano
  coach: Chris Wu

TRIOS

PIANO TRIO
  Joshua Huang, violin
  EunSol Lee, cello
  Ji-Young Sin, piano
  coach: Sung-Im Kim

FL-VLA-HARP TRIO
  Hyokyeong Kim, flute
  Zoe Harbison, viola
  Juno Lin, harp
  coach: Gretchen Van Hoesen

BRAHMS CLARINET TRIO
  Ben Tisherman, clarinet
  Bronwyn Hagerty, cello
  Andres Alejo, piano
  coach: Sung-Im Kim

BARTOK: CONTRASTS
  Joseph Mansfield, clarinet
  Abigail Adams, violin
  Eugene Li, piano
  coaches: Thomas Thompson & Dimitri Papadimitriou

BEETHOVEN TRIO
  Theresa Abalos, flute
  Andrew Hahn, bassoon
  Du Hui, piano
  coaches: R. James Whipple & Dimitri Papadimitriou
SCHUBERT!
Sophie Thompson, soprano
Andrew Muller, clarinet
Anni Huang, piano
coach: R. James Whipple

DUOS

HARP & FLUTE DUO
Edna Jeon, flute
Sophie Graf, harp
coach: Gretchen Van Hoesen

HARP & VIOLIN DUO - SAINT-SAENS FANTAISIE (undergrad)
Kyoko Inagawa, violin
Mia Venezia, harp
coach: Gretchen Van Hoesen

HARP & VIOLIN DUO - SAINT-SAENS FANTAISIE (grad)
Joshua Huang, violin
Juno Lin, harp
coach: Gretchen Van Hoesen

VIOLIN DUO (Prokofiev)
Steven DeNiro, violin
Gabrielle Monachino, violin
coach: Bill van der Sloot

SONATAS, 57-933

SECTION A - DOUBLE BASS AND PIANO
Rich Harbison, double bass
Sue-Jin Kim, piano
coach: R. James Whipple and others

SECTION B - CLARINET AND PIANO
Ricky Smith, clarinet
Jiyoung Sin, piano
coach: Sung-Im Kim

requested groups are in boldface
INDIVIDUALS NOT YET ASSIGNED TO AN ENSEMBLE:
  Christian Bernard, oboe

Mary Tsai, violin